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financial eDucation for aDoleScent girlS  
anD young women
Adolescent girls and young women like us are on the edge; we stand at the 
gateway to adulthood and a future full of responsibilities about which we are not 
always fully aware . We often find ourselves teetering between dependence on 
childhood caretakers and the independence we crave as young adults . We are 
experimenting with new social relationships and we are assuming more financial 
responsibilities . This tumultuous period is also the critical time for young people 
like us to face our futures and begin preparing for the economic roles we will 
assume as adults . Teaching ourselves how to manage our money and build assets 
can help us protect ourselves and expand our opportunities . This is the role of 
financial education and this is the reason for the Dream Big! Kwacha for Our 
Future curriculum .
why iS financial eDucation important for 
aDoleScent girlS anD young women?
At a basic level, financial education focuses on concepts of money and ways to 
manage it well . It promotes regular saving, wise spending, and ways to make 
the most of our resources . These skills serve as a foundation for girls and young 
women like ourselves, who are transitioning from dependent to independent 
roles in our financial responsibilities . We are shifting from depending on our 
families for support to earning our own money and making independent financial 
decisions . At a very basic level, we must know how to handle ourselves, pursue 
income opportunities, pay for our expenses, and plan for the future . However, 
we also know that in a few years’ time, we will become young women and have 
more responsibilities for marriage, households, children, as well as additional 
responsibilities related to employment, shelter, and relationships . 
Therefore, we know that financial education will help us to manage our day-
to-day expenses now, but also in the future . Good money management can 
minimize some of the risks we face in our lives, and build financial support for the 
future . 
These are skills that we adolescent girls and young women need now and 
will need every day of our adult lives . An investment in financial literacy for 
adolescent girls sets the stage for the many changes that are coming . It will 
increase our ability to manage money, as well as confidence and readiness for the 
future . Financial knowledge can open up new opportunities to work, build assets, 
and save . Access to and control over savings can help to protect us against, 
mitigate, and cope with many risks associated with adolescence—by providing 
resources to draw upon in times of need . 
how to uSe thiS guiDe
Dream Big! Kwacha for Our Future is a collection of learning sessions designed 
to prepare adolescent girls and young women for the financial responsibilities 
of adulthood, providing them with the knowledge and skills to transition from 
economic dependence to independence . These sessions were developed to be 
delivered without a lot of resources or materials, with limited time available for 
training . The guide contains step-by-step descriptions of the learning activities as 
well as background information to orient you, the trainer, to the topic . 
The Learning Sessions
This module contains 19 core learning sessions . Each session takes between 30 
and 60 minutes to complete . The “Learning Sessions at a Glance” on page 18 pro-
vides an overview of the sessions, listing the title and purpose of each . 
Sessions 1 and 2 introduce the concept of “dreaming big” and provide a rationale 
for saving and making savings goals . Sessions 3 through 11 focus on the “Eight 
Steps for Savings,” eight concrete steps that girls can take to increase their sav-
ings and save effectively and safely, as well as provide an introduction to banks . 
This section also explores the various types of income and how particular sources 
of earning income could bring about possible risks . Sessions 12 through 18 focus 
on financial negotiations . Participants learn about good communication skills and 
practice how to resolve conflicts about money . Finally the wrap up (Session 19) 
offers participants an opportunity to reflect on how far they have come on the 




These learning sessions were developed as part of the Adolescent Girls Empow-
erment Program . The overall goal of AGEP is to help girls build social, health and 
economic assets in a safe and fun learning environment . During weekly group 
meetings, girls will be trained on financial education through this curriculum, in 
addition to health and life-skills topics . 
The complete financial education ( FE )curriculum is included here . However, the 
girls’ groups will meet over the course of two years and it is anticipated that the 
financial education sessions will be integrated with the health and life skills cur-
riculum ( ) . The proposed full session order is as follows:
 introductory Sessions
Session 1: What to Expect – Part 1
Session 2: What to Expect – Part 2
Session 3: Teamwork 
Session 4: His and Hers (Gender Roles)
Session 5: Communication 
Session 6: Self-Esteem
introduction to financial education 
Session 1: Dream Big!
Session 2: Why Save?
Session 3: Choose a Savings Goal
Session 4: Make a Savings Plan
Session 5: Learning about Banks
 introductory Sessions 
Session 7: Goal Identification – The Road of Life
Session 8: Goal Setting and Achieving
Session 9: My Relationships
rounD 1
 reproductive health
Session 1: Life Cycle 
Session 2: My Body Is Changing – Am I Normal? 
Session 3: How Does Pregnancy Happen, Anyway?  
Session 4: Preventing Unintended Pregnancy (Contraceptives)
Session 5: Reproductive Myths
financial education
Session 6: Exploring Options for Earning Money
Session 7: Girls’ Money and the Risky Income Cycle
 life Skills 
Session 1: I Have Healthy Relationships
Session 2: Reasons to Delay Sex
Session 3: Strategies to Delay Sex
Session 4: Passive, Assertive, Aggressive
 hiv, aiDS, and Stis
Session 1: HIV and AIDS 
Session 2: Myth or Fact? 
Session 3: HIV Testing and Counseling
financial education
Session 8: Know the Difference Between Needs and Wants
Session 9: Control Spending
Session 10: Think About the Future: Money In and Money Out
Session 11: Save Regularly!
Session 12: Save in a Safe Place
Session 13: Dealing with Setbacks in Saving
 gender and gender-Based violence 
Session 1: Sexual Exploitation  
Session 2: How to Report and Avoid Cases of Sexual Violence 
 leadership 
Session 1: Leadership 




Session 6: Sexual Desire 
Session 7: Unsafe Abortion
Session 8: Abortion and Stigma 
Session 9: Maternal Mortality 
 life Skills 
Session 5: Drugs, Alcohol and Other Mind-Altering Substances
Session 6: Peer Pressure
Session 7: Making Good Decisions
Session 8: How to Communicate with Adults  
financial education
Session 14: Your Own Money Vs . Someone Else’s Money
Session 15: Talking About Money
Session 16: The DOs and DON’Ts of Talking About Money
Session 17: Resolving Conflicts About Money
Session 18: Role Play Resolving Conflicts
Session 19: Our Journey to Good Money Management
 human rights 
Session 1: Human Rights and Children’s Rights
Session 2: Sexual and Reproductive Health Rights
Session 3: HIV and AIDS and Human Rights  
 hiv, aiDS, and Stis
Session 4: Risky Behavior
Session 5: The Relationship of STIs and HIV and AIDS
Session 6: Stigma and Discrimination in HIV-Positive People
 gender and gender-Based violence
Session 3: Rape and Gender Violence 
Session 4: Preventing Unwanted Advances 
 life Skills
Session 9: How to Communicate with a Partner
Session 10: Managing Stress, Anger, and Conflict
Session 11: Conflict Resolution and Problem Solving Skills 
For more information about the Adolescent Girls Empowerment Program, please 
visit: http://www .popcouncil .org/projects/353_ZambiaAGEP .asp . 
For any inquiries, please contact: agep@popcouncil .org .
Be prepareD in aDvance!
Because the learning sessions are spelled out in detail, you do not have to create 
anything from scratch . However, you must review the sessions and prepare 
any necessary materials before the training begins . The success of the learning 
sessions depends on your work at this stage .
Some of the sessions contain special features . These features are explained in detail 
in the learning session where they are found, and an overview is provided below:
•	 Swot exercise: Session 1 requires you to teach SWOT Analysis to girls . SWOT 
is a simple way to evaluate Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats 
for any given topic . Review the session and Content Note before teaching it to 
girls, so that you understand the concept well in advance .
•	 Stories: A total of nine stories are included in the learning sessions . These 
stories illustrate different aspects of girls’ lives to bring the lessons to life . 
Make sure to read these stories before you deliver them, so that you tell these 
stories in a lively manner, without reading directly from the page . If you have a 
photocopy machine available, you may make copies for each girl .
SESSION STORY
1 . Dream Big! 	Chikondi’s Story
3 . Choose a Savings Goal 	Monica’s Story
6 . Exploring Options for Earning 
Money
	The Story of Nambula
8 . Know the Difference Between
 Needs and Wants
	The Story of Bwalya and Mutinta
10 . Think About the Future: Money In 
 and Money Out
	Mwaka’s story
11 . Save Regularly 	Two Cousins Save
12 . Save in a Safe Place 	The Story of Mulenga
	The Story of Sara
13 . Dealing with Setbacks in Saving 	The Story of Hellen
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•	role plays: Sessions 17 and 18 have role play components . If the girls in your 
group enjoy working together outside of the savings group meetings, you 
may choose to have them prepare role plays together and present them 
during the meetings . This can save time and increase opportunities for the 
practice and application of the learning . 
•	pictures: Another way of making learning sessions more lively and engaging 
is to include pictures . Sessions 1, 4, and 9 contain pictures . Pictures in session 
4 are provided as cards with the Trainer’s Guide . However, if you lose a card, 
or prefer not to use the cards, you can simply show the girls the pictures 
directly from your Trainer’s Guide . Alternatively, you can bring in real objects 
to represent the pictures .
•	 Steps/activities: Each session is divided into one to four activities, each with 
an estimate of the amount of time . This can help you to organize each session 
and prepare for each component . Activities are organized so that they typi-
cally review from the last session, introduce a new concept, give the girls a 
chance to apply the new concept, and then wrap up .
•	 Suggested visitors: Session 6 is an ideal session to follow with a visit from 
a woman (or women) from the local community to speak about options 
for earning money . However, we suggest that any time it is convenient and 
possible to bring in a guest speaker, you do so . Girls will always benefit from 
meeting and learning from women they identify with who can serve as posi-
tive examples and/or role models .
As you read the step-by-step instructions, give yourself permission to imagine 
a training session that is active, sometimes noisy, and fun . As the trainer, you 
will not be doing all the talking . Instead, you will be part of a dynamic learning 
process . 
Some training tipS anD techniqueS
This Trainer’s Guide is full of activities that require organizing participants into 
pairs or small groups . The instructions frequently direct you to do this, but usu-
ally leave the method up to you, the facilitator . This section offers a mini catalog 
of techniques for forming pairs and small groups . Ideas for facilitating group 
introductions are also included . You will find these handy at the opening of a 
workshop, and you may also find reason to do introductions again at a later time . 
A. Forming Pairs
1 . Form pairs by dividing the total number of participants in half . Ask partici-
pants to count off up to the number that represents half of the total . For 
example, if you have 20 participants, they will count off up to 10 and then 
start again at 1 . The two people who have the same number are partners (the 
1s, 2s, 3s, etc .) .
2 . Ask participants to turn to the person on their right (or left) . This person is 
their partner .
3 . Create sets of pairs constructed around opposite words or similar objects 
or first and last names of famous people . The number of pairs you create 
should equal half the number of participants . Each pair must have two parts . 
Write one word of each pair on a slip of paper . Ask participants to draw a 
slip of paper from a container and find the other half of their pair . This is their 
partner . Some examples for a group of 10 participants include:
The group’s theme can provide the inspiration for your selection of paired 
words . Or, select famous people who are relevant to the age range of your 
participants . For example, music, sports, and movie stars tend to work well 
with young people .
B. Group Introductions
When you first begin meeting together as a group, all participants should intro-
duce themselves . You can make this as fun or as serious as you feel is appropri-
ate . Here are some ideas for introductions:
1 . Participants can simply give their name and their school, or the area they 
live . Or you can ask each person to say something unusual about herself, to 
help the others remember her .
2 . Go around and instruct participants to state their name, occupation, town of 
residence, plus one of the following: favorite food, favorite animal, or favorite 
movie star . You can be creative and think of a different category that may be 
more enjoyable or relevant to your participants .
opposites matching objects famous people
black white bed sheets Nelson Mandela
sad happy table chair Bob Marley
dark light camera photograph Sakala Brothers
tall short car driver Michelle Obama
wide narrow shoes Socks Levy Mwanawasa
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3 . Distribute paper and markers or colored pencils to each participant . Ask them 
to draw a picture that tells the others something important about themselves . 
Give them five minutes to draw . Then, one by one, ask each person to give their 
name and explain her picture . Additionally, you can collect the pictures, post 
them on the wall or on a tree, and sometime later in the day have a contest to 
see who can match names to pictures .
4 . Instruct participants to form pairs (see Section A above), and tell the partners 
to introduce themselves to each other . Give them five minutes to talk to each 
other . Then ask each person to introduce her partner to the group . 
5 . Ask participants to form a circle . Explain that each person must state certain 
information when introducing herself (you might add “something different or 
special about yourself” to the normal information like name, school, favorite 
food, or main interests) . Then toss a soft ball (or rolled up sock or ball of yarn) 
to someone in the circle who introduces herself . After she has introduced her-
self, she tosses the ball to someone else in the circle . The game continues until 
each person has had a chance to give an introduction .
C. Ways to Form Groups
1 . Count off . For example, ask participants to count off by 4s . One by one, each 
participant will say a number (the first participant says “1,” the second says “2,” 
and when it is the fifth participant’s turn, he will start again at 1) . When every-
one has counted, instruct participants to form groups with people who have 
the same number . In the end, you will have four groups . 
2 . Make simple puzzles with 3–5 pieces each . Distribute the puzzle pieces to par-
ticipants and ask them to find all of the others who have the pieces to com-
plete their puzzle . Be sure to use simple puzzles and have the same number of 
puzzle pieces as participants . See Chapter 2, Session 2 for sample puzzles that 
you could adapt to this exercise .
3 . Ask participants to stand in line in the order of their birthdays—month and day 
only—and then count off (such as 1 through 3) to form groups .
4 . Assign colors, symbols, or pictures at random . Instruct participants to find all 
others with the same assigned color, symbol, or picture .
5 . Place the names of four well known pop culture stars in different places around 
the room and ask participants to stand next to their favorite . If everyone flocks 
to the same star, you will have to adjust the exercise so that you end up with 
more than one group . For example you can ask participants to move to their 
second favorite star .
6 . Select four different animals (or whatever number of groups you want to cre-
ate) and write the name of each animal on several slips of paper . The number of 
slips will depend on how many participants will be in each group . For example, 
if you have 16 participants, you can make four groups of four people . In that 
case, you will write the name of each animal on four slips of paper . Each partici-
pant will draw one slip of paper from a container . Tell participants that when 
you say “now,” each person must make the noise of the animal written on her 
slip of paper . While making their noises, participants must look and listen for 
those making the same animal noise they are making . These people are their 
group members .
learning principleS anD practiceS to keep in minD
The box below is a reminder of some important principles and practices of youth 
learning to keep in mind as you lead each session . Remember that you, the trainer, 
do not have all the answers . The participants come to the learning sessions with a 
great deal of experience and have many things to add . It is important that all par-
ticipants (including you) teach and learn . 
important principleS to rememBer
	Create a safe learning environment .
	Give feedback to the participants and praise them for their efforts .
	Think about ways of making the topic useful to all participants present .
	Let the participants know that you are a learner with them, as well as a 
leader and a mentor .
	Promote conversations and questions that allow young people to explore 
and clarify their values as they develop a sense of self .
	Use a variety of activities that are appropriate for different maturity levels to 
cover young people’s many developmental stages .
	Make the learning relevant to young people’s current situation . Be cautious 
about asking them to project far into the future . 
	anticipate that young people may have limited experience with a topic . 
Simulations or stories may have to substitute for real-life experience . 
	Be sure that throughout the session there is an opportunity for thinking, 
acting, and feeling .
	Include current media to ensure relevance of the topic and to promote 
discussion .
	engage participants’ families and communities to connect with the 
program, understand its content, and support the young people in changing 
behaviors and meeting goals .
	Encourage humor and use interactive games so that the training is dynamic 
and fun!
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Dream Big! kwacha for our future:  
learning SeSSionS at a glance
The goal of these sessions is to help girls manage their money effectively . They 
will be delivered as part of AGEP along with other sessions on health and life 
skills . See the proposed order of integrating the financial education sessions into 
the overall AGEP curriculum above .
The following table presents the module’s learning sessions and their purposes .
SeSSion title purpoSe of the SeSSion
Section 1: Dream Big
1 . Dream 	Discuss participants’ dreams for the future
	Analyze the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and 
threats for Chikondi through her story
	Analyze the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 
strengths to achieving future dreams using a SWOT 
(Strength, Weakness, Opportunity, Threat) diagram
Section 2: the eight StepS for Saving anD earning money
2 . Why Save? 	Introduce and recite the “Eight Steps for Savings”
	Identify and compare the saving goals of adults and 
young people
	Determine personal savings priorities
3 . Choose a Savings 
Goal
	Recite the “Eight Steps for Savings” and three catego-
ries of saving from Session 2
	Analyze Monica’s savings goals
	Participants describe their own saving goals
4 . Make a Savings Plan 	Calculate the time and money needed to achieve a sav-
ings goal
	Develop a savings plan for a savings goal
	Discuss the savings plan of a volunteer in the class
5 . Learning About 
Banks 
	Learn what a bank is and discuss common myths about 
banks
6 . Exploring Options 
for Earning Money
	Identify various options for increasing money earned
	Explore ways to improve existing income-generating 
activities 
	Consider new ways to earn money
7 . Girls’ Money and the 
Risky Income Cycle
	Explore how adolescent girls in their community make 
and spend money
	Discuss the risks and risk-reduction strategies of girls’ 
income cycle
8 . Know the Difference 
Between Needs and 
Wants
	Distinguish between needs and wants 
	Describe Bwalya and Mutinta’s needs and wants using a 
story
9 . Control Spending 	Understand the idea of making spending priorities
	Practice making a personal budget
10 . Think About the  
Future: Money In 
and Money Out
	Report the ways in which a girl (Mwaka) plans ahead for 
her income and expenses
	Describe the behavior of someone who does not plan ahead
11 . Save Regularly 	Determine whether statements about savings behavior 
are true or false
	Evaluate the savings behavior of two cousins
12 . Save in a Safe Place 	Identify and list the advantages and disadvantages of 
saving at a bank
	Identify and list the advantages and disadvantages of 
saving at home
	Compare saving at home and saving at a bank 
13 . Dealing with  
Setbacks in Saving 
	Explore the challenges and possible setbacks in saving
	Understand difficulties encountered when plans don’t go 
as planned
	Understand how to deal with setbacks in saving 
Section 3: talk aBout money
14 . Your Own Money 
vs . Someone Else’s 
Money
	Differentiate between one’s own money and borrowed 
money
	Identify characteristics of borrowed money
	Understand the importance of being in control over your 
own money
15 . Talking About 
Money
	List who they talk about money with and what they talk 
about
	Describe the possible outcomes of discussing money: 
16 . The DOs and DON’Ts 
of Talking About 
Money
	List reasons for communication breakdowns
	Identify the “dos” and “don’ts” of good communication 
on money
17 . Resolving Conflicts 
About Money
	Recognize the DOs and DON’Ts of good communication 
in a real-life experience
	Identify good communication skills in a sample dialogue
18 . Role play Resolving 
Conflicts
	Practice using communication skills to resolve  
conflicts about money through role plays
	Identify more than one solution to sample conflicts
Section 4: concluSion anD reflection
19 . Our Journey to 
Good Money  
Management
	Reflect on dreams for the future
	Revisit key topics from the FE curriculum
	Celebrated the completion of the FE course
7
featureS of the learning SeSSionS 
Each learning session in this module begins with a summary page that contains 
the following: 
	objectives—list of actions that the activities in the learning session are de-
signed to accomplish .
	materials/preparations—list of materials that the trainer must prepare before 
the activity can be presented . Review this information carefully.
	Flipcharts are listed and incorporated into the activity in which they occur .
	Handouts needed for each activity are found in the sessions themselves, 
and in the Toolkit at the end of this resource book . 
	time—the estimated time needed to implement all of the activities designed 
for the learning session .
	activities—a list of activities or steps needed to complete the learning ses-
sion . Detailed instructions for the learning activities that will help partici-
pants learn and work with the concepts of the session are given . The titles 
capture the process to be used and the content to be covered . The order in 
which they should be implemented is also given: please follow the steps as 
outlined . However, you should use your own words to explain each point .
Special features for the trainer to note include the following:
termS anD DefinitionS
A challenge of working with girls with low levels of financial literacy is helping 
them to understand the important terms in money management . The following 
bold terms are used in the learning sessions, and their explanations and definitions 
are provided for your reference .
advantage: Any condition, situation, or opportunity that helps someone to suc-
ceed or benefit .
Budget: A written plan that estimates future income, expenses, and savings .
conflict: A situation when two or more people fight or disagree .
Deficit: When there is not enough money to cover all costs at the end of a budget 
period .
Disadvantage: A negative condition or situation that can cause someone harm . 
expenses: Money out—this can be money spent for any purpose .
goal: Something someone wants to achieve in the future—perhaps in school, per-
haps related to family, perhaps related to work . A goal might be to visit a relative 
who lives in another place, or to learn a new skill, like sewing or typing .
Short-term goal: A goal that can be achieved in a relatively short period of time, 
such as 1–2 months .
long-term goal: A goal that will take a long period of time to achieve, like 1–2 
years .
income: Money in—this could be regular or irregular, from a job, or even a gift .
loan: A sum of money that is borrowed and that must be paid back .
needs: A basic necessity that you cannot live without—like food, water, and a 
place to live .
outcome: The result of something .
Saving: Putting money aside for future use .
Savings plan: A written guide for how to manage and save money to achieve a 
savings goal .
Self-employment: A self-employed person operates his or her own business or 
job, and makes all of the necessary decisions related to the business—such as 
working hours, investment, products and services, etc .
Surplus: Money remaining or left over (at the end of a budget period—like a week 
or month) .
wants: Something that is desired, but not necessary for daily survival—such as 
sweets, makeup, hair extensions, etc .
) = highlights specific open questions to ask participants [in bold 
type], or further explanations or instructions to give them
[Square brackets] = the “correct” answer to expect from a technical 
question
(Parenthesis) = additional instructions or information
DREAM BIG! ‘ ‘ ‘
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1) Dream Big!
OBjEctIvEs
























3.	The SWOT chart 
(20	minutes)
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activity 1
WHAt ARE yOUR DREAMs?
(10 MINUTES)
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cHIkONDI’s stORy
(15 MINUTES)















)	What happened in this story? Who can tell 
me in her own words? 
 What is chikondi’s dream?  














•	What were some of the strengths—or 
supports inside her (ifimukosha mukati 
kakwe)—that helped chikondi achieve her 
dream?
 [She is helpful and cares for her family; 
she is hardworking and knows how to earn 
money; she is a good dancer and she is 
dedicated to practicing.]
•	What were some of chikondi’s 
Weaknesses—or blocks inside her 
(Ifichingilila mukati kakwe) that got in the 
way of her dream? 
 [She is stubborn, and made a bad decision 
to drop out of school; she does not always 
manage her money well.]
•	What were the Opportunities—or supports 
around her—that could help chikondi 
achieve her dream? 
 [She has a loving mother who helped her 
and looked for her when she went missing; 
her school fees were paid, and so were those 
of her sisters; there is a youth center in her 
community that teaches dance and supports 
a dancing group.]
•	What were some of the threats—or 
potential blocks around her—that made her 
dream harder to reach? 
 [Her family is struggling with money; her 
mother does not want her to become a 
dancer, she has some friends who give her 
bad advice, indecent dancing clubs offer her 
“easy money.”]
activity 2
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cHIkONDI’s stORy
Chikondi	is	17	years	old,	and	the	oldest	in	her	family.	She	stays	with	her	mother	and	her	
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tHE sWOt DIAGRAM
(20 MINUTES)







SWOT Diagram on a flipchart, blackboard or 








































































especially those related to money, so we can 
all	achieve	those	dreams.
activity 3
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tHE sWOt DIAGRAM
things I know about myself
and the space around me
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2) Why	Save?
OBjEctIvEs





















3.	Many reasons to save:  
What	are	your	priorities? 
—15	minutes
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activity 1
tHE “EIGHt stEPs FOR sAvINGs”
(7	MINuTES)





















each statement, the time needed for the activity will 
increase	greatly.	Keep	the	group	moving	to	keep	the	
energy of the game!)
Explain: 














)	For those of you who think that saving is 
important, why do you think so? 
 [Helps you use your money better, helps you 
depend less on other people, makes you feel 
secure when you have a problem and need 
money, helps you to plan for the future and 
achieve those plans.] 
 Why is saving money difficult? 
 [Do not have regular income, do not have 
any extra money, give any leftover money to 
parents for household expenses, spend extra 
money on things like sweets or make-up, do 
not have a safe place to keep money aside.]
 What would make you want to save money?
 [Take care of personal needs/wants, avoid de-
pending on other people, be able to make own 
decisions, help out family in household needs.]
 What would make you not want to save money? 
 [It is not safe to save, you can lose your 
money, money is too little to save, don’t know 
how to save.]
Explain: 
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      EIGHt stEPs FOR sAvINGs






7.  Save in a Safe Place
8.  Deal	with	Setbacks	in	Saving
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activity 2













Girl: Girls my age save money to buy	a	new	shirt.	
After	answering,	the	first	girl	will	toss	the	ball	to	
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activity 3







personal or family use,	which	can	include	
food,	clothes,	rent,	or	snacks.
 What are other examples of “personal or 
family use”? 
 [Hair maintenance, sanitary towels, lotion, 






 What other emergencies can we save for?
 [theft, fire, parent loses a job, poor harvest, 
etc.]








What other future opportunities can we save 
for? 
 [Education, wedding, training or skills school, 
children’s educations, a house or land, a lump 
sum of money to start a business, etc.]















the savings category of their choice,
Say: 
)	Now,	spend	two	minutes	sharing	with	the	
others who have chosen the same priority 
why	you	think	this	reason	to	save	is	the	most	
important.	





 Personal or family use
 Emergencies
 Future opportunities
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no wrong answer for which of these catego-
ries	is	the	most	important.	They	are	all	good	
reasons to save, and the importance depends 
on	the	individual’s	or	family’s	needs	and	wants.	





)	What happens when a girl needs money for 
these things, like personal needs or to deal 
with an emergency, but she does not have 





When they are done, 
Explain the following:
)	Sometimes	when	girls	need	money	to	buy	per-
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3) Choose a Savings Goal
OBjEctIvEs
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activity 1










)	What are three categories of saving from 
the last meeting? 





























WHAt Is A GOAl?
(5 MINUTES)
Ask:
)	Remember your dreams about the future 
from the beginning of our sessions in fi-











 Goals that involve what we want to do with 
the	money	we	save	are	savings	goals.	
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activity 3








)	What are Monica’s savings goals? 
 [Transportation to her sister’s town, a gift for 
her sister’s baby, money to start a small busi-
ness.]
 Which of her savings goals can be met 
within a few weeks? 
 [Transportation money, the baby gift]
 Which savings goal will take a longer time?
 [Money for a business.]
 What can Monica do to meet her goals? 
 [Ask for many different solutions from par-
ticipants such as different jobs she could do, 
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activity 4
































)	How can having a savings goal help you to 
save? 
 [When you are saving for something that 
you really want, or that is really important 
to you, you are motivated to save and have 
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4)	Make	a	Savings	Plan
OBjEctIvEs
By the end of this session, participants 
will have:
•	Calculated	the	time	and	money	



















3.	Review savings plans 
—5	minutes
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Radio jeans lotion Mobile phone chickens Oil lamp





)	What is a savings goal? 
 [A savings goal is something you save 
money for. It can be something big or 
small you want to buy, or a training pro-
gram you want to register for, or a trip you 
want to take.]
 What are some of your “small” savings 
goals?
 What are some of your “big” savings 
goals ?
activity 2
MAkE A sAvINGs PlAN
(20 MINUTES)















1. How much money do you need for this 
savings goal?
2. How much money do you think you can 
save each week toward this goal? 
3. How many weeks will it then take you to 
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activity 2  (continued)
Ask:




)	How much money do you think a girl like 







)	Now, how many weeks would it take for her 
to reach her savings goal?
Girls	should	be	able	to	calculate	based	on	the	infor-
mation	on	the	board.	When	a	girl	answers	correctly	




EXAMPLE: If the girls say that the necklace will  
cost KR 25, and they can save KR 5 each week, then 
the number of weeks to reach their savings goal is 


































What I plan to save ÷ What I can save each week
=
Number of weeks I need to save in order  
to meet my savings goal












money, each week? 
 [Save more—they would reach their goal in fewer weeks; 
Save less—it would take more weeks to reach their goal.]
•	What	could	you	do	if	you	needed	to	reach	your	savings	
goal faster? 
 [Save more each week; change the goal to be less 
costly.]
•	What	should	they	do	if	they	decide	to	save	money	
every day, instead of every week? 
 [Do the same calculations, but then it will give them the 
number of days it will take to reach their goal instead of 
weeks.]
When everyone has finished, 
Ask:
)	How do you think a savings plan can help you to 
save?
Allow	girls	to	discuss	the	topic,	and	encourage	them	to	





















course KR 1,000 KR 20
50 weeks  






Amount to save ÷  
Amount you can save each week =  
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5) Learning	about	Banks
OBjEctIvEs
















2.	The matching game 
—5	minutes	
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activity 1








)	Who can tell what a bank is? 
 [A place where people keep their money, a 
place where money is kept in a safe and secure 
way, a place where people save their money, a 












)	Are there one or two volunteers who  





)	Are there one or two volunteers who can 






















)	When I say the word “bank” what images or 
thoughts come to your mind?








)	Are there any questions?






















and tries to find the person with matching half of 
the	bank	name.	
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6) Exploring	Options	for	Earning	Money
OBjEctIvEs




















3.	Consider new ways to earn 
money—20	minutes
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activity 1

























•	If anyone has ever made something  
or grown something themselves and  
then sold it to earn money— 












of these things to earn money—then please 
jump up, hop on one foot, clap your hands, 
and spin around (all at the same time)!
	 You	are	good	examples	of	how	hard	girls	work	
to earn money to help their families and reach 
their own goals—and today we have a lot to 
learn	from	you.
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activity 2











•	Why was Nambula trying to earn some 
money?
    [To help buy food for her family.]
•	What business did she start at first? And 
what challenge did she run into? 
[Selling roasted maize; others copied her busi-
ness and started selling maize, so her business 
dropped.]
•	What were some things she did to try and 
earn more money? 
[(i) Adding variety to the product/service she 
was selling (water, chili on maize); (ii) Asking 
her customers about improvements she could 
make; (iii) Keeping her eyes and ears open for 






































her (and made it easier to sell more water too)!
Finally,	Nambula	paid	close	attention	whenever	
she	travelled	to	other	markets	to	see	if	anyone	
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activity 3




































note to trAiner: After	this	session	would	be	an	
ideal	time	to	bring	in	one	or	two	guests	who	could	






the visitors and inform the girls that someone spe-
cial	will	be	coming	so	that	there	is	good	attendance.
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7)	Girls’	Money	and	the	Risky	Income	Cycle
OBjEctIvEs
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activity 1









)	can I have a volunteer to draw a picture of a 















































When the girls have agreed on an order, 
Ask:
)	About how much does a girl get from this 
source of money in a month?
 How often does she get this income—Daily? 
Weekly? Monthly?
 can someone describe more about each of 
these sources of money?
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activity 2
WHAt Is RIsky INcOME?
(15 MINUTES)












)	In our previous discussions, we talked about 
different	places	that	a	girl	like	[name of girl]	
would possibly get her money from. Do you 
think it matters where this money comes 
from?
	 From	the	different	ways	that	[name of girl]	
gets money, which are some that might have 
some risks to them?
For	each	of	the	risky	sources	of	income	mentioned,
Ask:





)	What are the risks in girls getting money or 
other gifts from boyfriends or other men that 
they know?
 If	[name of girl]	had	her	own	money	that	she	
kept aside as savings—either at her home or 
in a bank account, how would that change the 































so that we do not have to depend on these 
gifts	or	money	from	men	for	our	daily	needs.
Ask:
)	Does anyone here have an example of when 
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8)	Know	the	Difference	Between	Needs	and	Wants
OBjEctIvEs












1.	 Identify needs and 
wants—10	minutes
2.	 Listen to the story of 
Bwalya	and	Mutinta 
—20	minutes
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activity 1
IDENtIFy NEEDs AND WANts
(10 MINUTES)
Begin the session with a short game:























































After the girls have chosen their place along the line, 
ask	one	or	two	of	them	in	different	spots	to	explain	
why	they	chose	to	stand	where	they	did.
note to trAiner: For	the	game	above,	make	sure	
to	keep	the	group	moving.	If	you	stop	to	discuss	
each statement, the time needed for the activity will 
increase	greatly.	Keep	the	group	moving	to	keep	the	
energy of the game! 
When	you	have	finished	all	12	items	above,
Ask:
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activity 2










)	How does Bwalya manage her money? 
 [She spends it all, mostly on things that she 
wants like Fanta, new clothes, and transport.]
 How does Mutinta manage her money? 
 [She saves some of her money, and she has cut 
down on her spending, too. She spends mostly 
on needs—she gives some to her mother 
for household expenses, and spends a small 
amount on herself.]
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9)	Control Spending
OBjEctIvEs





















pieces of paper) and tell them that each one represents 
10	Kwacha—so	take	care	of	them!
Explain:














































































•	What did you end up spending your money on? 
And did you save any?
•	How did you make your decisions?


































•	What did you end up spending your money on? 
And did you save any?
•	How did you make your decisions this time? Were 
they different or the same?
•	Are you more happy with how you spent your 
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What I plan to earn/
spend next week
BUdGet teMplAte
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10) Think	About	the	Future:	Money	In	and	Money	Out
OBjEctIvEs
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activity 1















)	How does Mwaka earn money? 
 [Helping her aunt, working as a server.]
 How does she manage the money she earns 
(her money coming in or “income”)? 
 [Thinks about her expenses for the week first, 
saves with her group, saves a little at home for 
her batteries when possible.]
 Why doesn’t Mwaka listen to her radio more 
often? 
 [She does not have enough money for batteries.]
 How does planning ahead help Mwaka? 
 [She can meet her needs, and save for some of 
her wants.]


















ally does! However, every once in 
a	while,	Mwaka	finds	herself	with	
a	small	amount	of	extra	pocket	
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If time allows, 
Ask:
)	Have you seen any girls in your community 
who are more like—Mwaka or the girls in 
these stories? 
 What are some specific things that make 
them more like Mwaka or the girls in these 
stories?
 What can they do to be more like Mwaka and 
plan ahead? 
 [Use their budget, think about my expenses 
before they make them, spend less than 
they earn, save money with their group, save 
money at home.]
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11) Save	Regularly!
OBjEctIvEs







































and then move to the place along the line 
that	shows	your	answer.









































save.	[False—most girls have at least a small 
amount they can put aside to save.]
•	Girls	should	not	have	to	save	money;	their	 
parents	should	save	for	them.	 
[False—everyone has emergencies and future 
needs, so girls should save too.]
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 [They weren’t able to follow it when Beatrice found other things to 
spend the money on.]
•	Why	is	beatrice	having	a	hard	time	saving	every	week?	
 [She wants to go to variety shows, she had to help her sick mother 
one week.]
•	What	do	you	think	about	beatrice’s	plan	to	collect	 
a larger amount of money later? 
 [It might not work because she might find it difficult to save a 
larger amount of money that she did not plan for, and then the 
girls’ plans will fail. She might also think about changing the 
spending decisions she has easy control over like going to a variety 
show.]
•	What	are	the	girls’	chances	starting	their	business	making	fritters?	
 [They are probably not good based on what has happened with 
Beatrice.]
Conclude	by	asking:
)	How would things work out differently for Beatrice and Eva 
if they were members of a savings group or had a savings 
account? 
 [The group encourages discipline to save regularly, and an 
account makes it more difficult to access and to spend your 
money on unplanned purchases. They are more certain paths 
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12) Save in a Safe Place
OBjEctIvEs














1.	 The advantages and 
disadvantages of saving in 
a	bank—15	minutes
2.	The advantages and 
disadvantages of saving at 
home—15	minutes
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is: Save in a Safe Place!
Ask:
)	What makes a place safe for keeping 
money?
 [A place where no one else knows 
about it, where only you have access to 
the money, where only you can decide 
what to do with the money and when, 
where the money will not be stolen.]
















)	What are Mulenga’s savings goals? 
 [To buy tools to start her own mo-
bile phone repair business when she 
finishes technical school.]
 How does Mulenga get the money to 
save and achieve her goals? 
 [She saves her grandmother’s gift, 
and saves money from her lunches 
and transportation when possible.]
 How will having a savings account 
help Mulenga reach her goals?
 [Keeping money in an account reduc-
es spending on ‘wants,’ such as the 
shoes Mulenga does not buy. It also 
keeps the money safe and secure.]
 What are the challenges of putting 
your savings into an account? 
 [You have to go to the bank to de-
posit and withdraw money, so if you 
need the money immediately, you 
cannot get it; access to your savings 
is restricted.]






























)	How does keeping money at home make it 
harder for sara to save? 
 [Keeping money at home makes it too easy to 
spend. Others who need money will pressure 
you to give it to them; it can be stolen or bor-
rowed.]
 What are the advantages of saving at home 
for sara? 
 [She has easy access to money that she can 
spend on things she wants or use to help her 
family.]








tHE ADvANtAGEs AND DIsADvANtAGEs OF sAvING At HOME
(15 MINUTES)
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13) Dealing	with	Setbacks	in	Saving
OBjEctIvEs



















steps for dealing with 
setbacks	in	saving—25	
minutes
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Ask:
)	An idea about how you are going to  
accomplish your savings goals and the  
action you will take to achieve those goals  
is called what? 
 [A savings plan.]
 What is an example of a savings plan and list 
the actions you are going to take to achieve 





REvIEW tHE sAvINGs PlAN
(5 MINUTES)
activity 2
ExPlORE cHAllENGEs AND POssIBlE sEtBAcks IN sAvING
(10 MINUTES)
Say:









)	What is a setback? 
 [A setback is an event or a happening that 
prevents your plan from working out. This is 
likely to affect your plan.] 
 What are some of the examples that may be 
a setback to a savings plan? 
 [Some examples:
•	Tina plans to be saving KR 10 per week from 
her school pocket money, but suddenly, 
the school undergoes an indefinite closure 
due to a chicken pox outbreak in the school 
community, and no school means no pocket 
money.
•	During the holidays, Mwiche manages to 
raise KR 80 to buy a Girl Scout uniform at 
the beginning of the term by helping out 
at her auntie’s salaula stand in the market. 
Suddenly, she discovers the price of the 
uniform has gone up by KR 30. 
•	Mary, who lives with her mother and three 
younger siblings, has been saving KR 15 
each week so that she has money to start 
a clothes selling business in the market. 
However, her house gets broken into and 
now she needs to help her mother fix the 
door/lock and replace the furniture that was 
stolen.]
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)	What were Hellen’s saving goals? 
 [To raise money as a supplement toward her 
school transportation .]
 What was Hellen’s savings plan? 
 [She decided to miss lunch every day and save 
the money to raise capital for her small busi-
ness. She planned to raise KR 35 capital for 
a small business in two weeks, then use the 
money to start selling frizits at school.] 
 What were the setbacks in Hellen’s savings 
plan?
 [It wasn’t easy for Hellen to miss lunch at 
school; it took longer for Hellen to raise the cap-
ital than she had initially planned. After raising 
the capital, she was faced with an emergency 
to pay for her sister’s medication when she fell 
ill. When she begun making money, from selling 
frizits, the weather changed and she could no 
longer make money from the business.]
 How did Hellen overcome her various  
setbacks?
[•	Difficulties in raising capital—readjusted her 
timeframe for the savings goal because she 
was not able to save as much each week as 
she had initially planned.
•	After using her savings for an emergency she 
began saving all over again.
•	Change of weather, no business—she read-
justed her savings plan and changed her line 
of business.
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tHE stORy OF HEllEN
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14)	Your	Own	Money	vs.	Someone	Else’s	Money
OBjEctIvEs


















3.	Understanding the importance 
of	gaining	control	over	your	own	
money—10	minutes
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 Borrowed Money 

 Own Money 
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•	If they are right, we will move on to a new 
question	for	the	other	team.	









)	What are some advantages of borrowing 
money? 
 [Some possible answers include: you have 
immediate access to money; you can buy 
what you want right away; you will not miss 
the chance to buy something or make an 
investment at a good price.]
 What are some disadvantages? 
 [Some possible answers include: borrowing 
costs money because of interest and/or fees; 
if you fail to repay there are consequences; 
there is pressure to repay on time; if there 
is an emergency you may never be able to 
repay.]
 What questions do you have about  
borrowing money?
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QUEstIONs ABOUt BORROWING MONEy
•	 Why is borrowed money different from your own  
money?   
[Borrowed money must be paid back; you have more 
flexibility and control with your own money.]
•	 When you borrow money, why do you have to pay it 
back?   
[Because the money does not belong to you; the money 
belongs to the person or institution who lent it to you, 
who expects to get it back.]
•	 If you borrow money from a friend, do you have to 
repay it?   
[Normally, yes. Sometimes a family member or friend 
will end up giving you the money—that is, giving you 
permission to not repay the loan. But you should never 
assume that this will happen, and always plan to repay 
or return whatever you borrow!]
•	 When you borrow money from a friend, can you decide 
when to pay it back?   
[Maybe. If you borrow from a friend or relative, they 
may be very flexible about when you need to return the 
money. You will have to discuss the terms and schedule 
before you borrow the money.]
•	 When you borrow money from a financial institution 
(like a bank) or a savings group, can you decide when 
to pay it back?   
[No. If you borrow from a financial institution or a group, 
you will most likely have a payment schedule to repay in 
installments that are due each week or each month until 
the full amount is repaid.]
•	 Does it cost you anything to borrow money from a 
friend or family member?  
[It depends. When you borrow from a friend or fam-
ily member, she may not ask you to pay interest on the 
loan. Again, this is something you will have to discuss 
before you borrow the money.]
•	 Does it cost you anything to borrow money from a 
financial institution or a savings group?   
[Yes. Most lenders charge you something to use their 
money (this amount is “interest”).]
•	 If you borrow money and a thief then steals it, do you 
still have to repay the money?   
[Yes!]
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and watch a variety show at her school on Sat-
urday	and	the	rest	to	buy	cooking	ingredients	
for	her	domestic	science	assignment.	Instead,	




)	How can she make her father understand that 
he needed to discuss with her first before giv-













)	How can Nsofu make her mother understand 

































)	What can lulu, Nsofu, and chama do to change 
their situation?
 [Communicate clearly their saving goals and 
what they plan to use the money for. In this way, 
others will gain an appreciation of what the 
money is intended for.]
 [Be open and set limits on other people’s access 
to their money. In this way, others will under-
stand that they don’t have the right to access it.]
 [Clearly and openly communicate how far they 
can go in taking up money responsibilities. In this 
way they won’t be raising other people’s expec-
tations too high.]
 [Show responsibility and assertiveness in the 
decisions they make over the use of their own 
money. In this way, others will respect them and 
set their own limits to accessing their money.]
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15) Talking	About	Money
OBjEctIvEs
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activity 1
tHE WHO AND WHAt OF tAlkING ABOUt MONEy
(15 MINUTES)









1.	 Parents!	 6.	 Your	schoolmates!
2.	 Siblings!	 7.	 Your	uncles!
3.	 Shopkeepers!	 8.	 Your	aunts!
4.	 Your	boss!	 9.	 Your	neighbors!








1.	 School	fees!	 5.	 Bus	fare!
2.	 Pocket	money!	 6.	 Prices	of	products!
3.	 Things	to	buy	for	 7.	 Saving!	 
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)	When we finish talking about money with 





















)	Who was the winner at the end of this  
discussion? [Neither person.]




)	Sometimes, no one involved gets what he or she 
wants.	This	type	of	outcome	is	called	“lose-lose.”	
Ask:
)	What is another example of a “lose-lose” out-
come when we talk about money? 
 [For example: You and a neighbor want to buy 
a pack of used clothes and sell them together. 
However, if you cannot agree on how much 
each of you will spend, you both lose. Neither 
of you can make that investment and benefit 
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activity 2  (continued)









)	Who was the winner in this discussion? [Jackline]










)	What is another example of a “win-lose/lose-
win” outcome? 
 [For example: You need money immediately and 
cannot wait. You borrow money from a friend, 
and she will lend you money ONLY if you agree 
to pay back twice the original amount. In that 
case, you lose because you do not have time to 
wait, and your friend wins as she gets a large 























sides got something they wanted or needed, if 
not	everything.	In	win-win	outcomes,	everyone	
comes away with positive feelings and they are 
likely	to	talk	to	each	other	about	money	again.
Ask:













)	•	Which of the three outcomes is the pre-
ferred outcome? [Win-win.] 
	 •	Why?	[Win-win, because both people in the 
situation win. They both have positive feel-
ings, and are willing to work together again in 
the future.]
•	 let’s think back about the win/lose situa-
tion with the sisters julie and jackline—how 
could we turn that into a win-win situation? 
 [Example—Julie agrees to do the housework 
one day so that Jackline can see her boyfriend 
if the following week Jackline does Julie’s 
housework one day so she can go and spend 
time with her friends.]
•	 let’s think back about the lose/lose situ-
ation with the customer and vendor in the 
market trying to buy and sell a blanket—how 
could we turn that into a win-win situation? 
 [They agree on a price between what each 
one started with; the vendor shows the cus-
tomer a cheaper blanket which she then can 
afford and decides to buy.]
In conclusion, say:
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16) The	DOs	and	DON’Ts	of	Talking	About	Money
OBjEctIvEs
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)	What types of outcomes are possible when 
we talk about money? 
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Each girl can say the message ONLY once! 
The girl at the end of the line will then say what ac-
tion	she	thinks	she	heard.	There	is	no	repeating	of	
the message!















) What happened between the beginning and 
the end of the line? 











	 	 	 	 	 
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•	 What can happen during a conversation 
about money to cause a win-lose or lose-
lose outcome? 
 [One person gets angry; one or both people 
refuse to listen to the other person; one 
or both is not flexible or willing to see the 
other person’s point of view.]
•	 If we want a win-win outcome, what are 




















repeat the DOs they were assigned, and then the 
DON’Ts.











when they are finished!
DOs for talking About Money
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17)	Resolving	Conflicts	About	Money
OBjEctIvEs
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DOs for talking About Money
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activity 2
ExAMINE A cONvERsAtION BEtWEEN A MOtHER AND A DAUGHtER
(20 MINUTES)

















in action and present the role play “A Conversation 
Between	a	Mother	and	Daughter”	(see	the	following	
page).
At the end of the role play, 
Ask:
)	What is the daughter’s goal for the  
discussion with her mother? 
 [To get a mobile phone.]
 What is the mother’s reaction to her  
daughter? 
 [At first, she is angry. However, with the 
daughter’s calm explanation, the mother  
and daughter come to an agreement.]
 What communication skills from our DOs  
and DON’ts did you notice? 
 [The daughter showed respect, she didn’t get 
angry, she understood her mother’s point of 
view, she was flexible, and she clearly stated 
what she wanted. She even proposed a new 
solution when she saw that the first one 
would not work.]
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activity 2   (continued)






























































(OPtION ONE - URBAN) (OPtION tWO - RURAl)
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18)	Role	Play	Resolving	Conflicts
OBjEctIvEs
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activity 1
ROlE PlAy A cONFlIct AND FIND A sOlUtION
(45	MINuTES)
note to trAiner: If	you	already	assigned	these	
role	plays	in	the	previous	meeting	with	girls,	or	if	
you	are	leading	a	longer	meeting,	you	can	go	ahead	
































)	What communication skills did you notice 
among the actors in the role play?
 What was the solution they arrived at?








personalities involved, or the emotions of 
the	moment.	However,	communicating	with	
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activity 1   (continued)
cONFlIcts ABOUt MONEy: ROlE PlAys
1.	 Corrinne	helps	her	grandmother	on	Saturday	mornings	at	her	hotel	near	the	market.	She	wants	to	keep	this	
money	herself.	But	her	mother	insists	that	Corrinne	give	her	all	of	the	money	to	help	with	household	expenses.
 [Corrinne can discuss the reasons that she is saving money with her mother, and they can agree that Corrinne 




 [Michelo agrees to stay and help his parents for the next year, as long as he can save some money for himself. 





 [Fatima can invite her mentor with her savings program to talk with her parents about the benefits of saving. 
She can present to them the advantages of saving, and the goals that she has set out for savings. She must 




 [Pamela can explain some goals that she and Nosiku can save for in the future and how much money they will 




[Emily can find someone else who saw her working on each of the five days to back up her story. She can tell 
the neighbor that she is a good worker, and that she wants to continue to do good work for him and that in 
order to work well, she must be paid.]
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19)	Our	Journey	to	Good	Money	Management
OBjEctIvEs















































)	What about your savings goals? Have you 
had to change your savings goals? Has any-
one reached their initial savings goal and 
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activity 2
RE-vIsIt kEy tOPIcs FROM tHE FE cURRIcUlUM
(20 MINUTES)



















 And how does a spider make her web ? 
 [She patiently weaves together many strands 
until the web is completed.]
	 Now	I	want	us	to	see	if	we	can	weave	togeth-











•	Why save money (Give the string to the 
first person who has an idea and let them 




•	The difference between needs and wants 
(Have the string passed to one or two girls 
who have an answer, with each of them 
continuing	to	hold	onto	the	string	after	they	
pass	it	so	the	web	continues	to	grow.)
•	Strategies for saving money regularly (Have 
the string passed to one or two girls who 
have	an	answer,	with	each	of	them	continu-
ing to hold onto the string after they pass it 
so	the	web	continues	to	grow.)
•	Dealing with setbacks in savings (Have the 
string passed to one or two girls who have 
an	answer,	with	each	of	them	continuing	to	
hold onto the string after they pass it so the 
web	continues	to	grow.)
•	Talking about money with other people 
(Have the string passed to one or two girls 
who have an answer, with each of them 
continuing	to	hold	onto	the	string	after	they	
pass	it	so	the	web	continues	to	grow.)
•	Dealing with conflicts about money (Have 
the string passed to one or two girls who 
have	an	answer,	with	each	of	them	continu-
ing to hold onto the string after they pass it 
so	the	web	continues	to	grow.)
•	Different ways to earn more money (Have 
the string passed to one, or two girls, who 
have	an	answer,	with	each	of	them	continu-
ing to hold onto the string after they pass it 
so	the	web	continues	to	grow.)
	 Finally,	let’s	complete	our	web	by	finding	out:
•	Who has made a new friend in this safe 
spaces group (have the string passed to 




•	Who is a little bit closer to reaching their 
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cHIkONDI’s stORy
FROM session 1), activity 2
chikondi’s story
Chikondi	is	17	years	old,	and	the	oldest	in	her	family.	She	stays	with	her	mother	and	her	three	sisters	in	a	two-room	
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sWOt cHARt
tHINGs I kNOW ABOUt 
MysElF AND tHE sPAcE AROUND ME
FROM session 1), activity 3
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EIGHt stEPs FOR sAvINGs
FROM session 2), activity 1
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MONIcA’s stORy










selling second-hand clothes (salaula).	She	hopes,	her	neighbor	will	em-
ploy	her	to	work	extra	days	in	her	salon	so	she	can	get	the	money	she	
needs	for	her	trip.
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Radio jeans lotion Mobile phone chickens Oil lamp
Pots Bicycle skirt shoes school supplies sewing machine
PIctURE cARDs
FROM session 4), activity 2
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sAvINGs PlAN WORksHEEt













need to reach 
your goal
short-term




course KR 1,000 KR 20
50 weeks  





Amount to save ÷ Amount you can save each week =  







































FROM session 6), activity 2
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FROM session 8), activity 2


















































































































































































MWAkA’s stORy (URBAN vERsION)   Rural version on next page
FROM session 10), activity 1


















MWAkA’s stORy (RURAl vERsION)
FROM session 10), activity 1




















FROM session 11), activity 2
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tHE stORy OF MUlENGA
FROM session 12), activity 1
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tHE stORy OF sARA
FROM session 12), activity 2
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tHE stORy OF HEllEN
FROM session 13), activity 3
the story of Hellen
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POssIBlE OUtcOMEs WHEN tAlkING ABOUt MONEy
FROM session 15), activity 2
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A cONvERsAtION BEtWEEN A MOtHER AND DAUGHtER   
FROM session 17), activity 2







Mother: (cutting her off)	You	always	want	something—usually	something	expensive!	You	know	
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A cONvERsAtION BEtWEEN A MOtHER AND DAUGHtER   
FROM session 17), activity 2
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cONFlIcts ABOUt MONEy: ROlE PlAys   





her mother insists that Corrinne 




























what is left over with her savings 
group.	When	her	parents	learned	
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